COOPERATION AGREEMENT

Between
Kyungdong University Korea (KDU)
and
Universitas Muhammadiyah Jakarta Indonesia (UMJ)

Introduction
Kyungdong University Korea hereinafter referred to as KDU, and Universitas Muhammadiyah of Jakarta, in Indonesia hereinafter referred to UMJ agree to:

1. KDU and UMJ agree to set up Korean language Center in UMJ
   a. UMJ provide room and facilities to run the center
   b. KDU provides the curriculum, syllabus, materials, assessment
   c. KDU provide teachers (staffs) to run the center, however airfare and accommodation will be provided by UMJ
   d. The center is profit oriented in which 50% is allocated for UMJ and 50% is allocated for KDU
   e. The wage of KDU teachers will be deducted from KDU's profit allocation (started from $1,000/ month)

2. KDU and UMJ agree to set up joint degree of any department in KDU and related departments in UMJ with the following matters:
   Financial exemptions:
   - Application fee waive (from $500 to $100)
   - Tuition fee waive (from $5,000/semester to $2,500/semester)
   - Airport pick up fee waive (from $200 to $100)
   Credit exemptions:
   - KDU gives two years exemption means that students from UMJ will start their study in the third year in KDU
3. KDU and UMJ agree to set up credit transfer program of any department in KDU and related departments in UMJ Consortium with the following matters:
   - UMJ students will take one year in KDU and transfer to UMJ system with financial exemption as stated in point 2.
   - KDU will provide Certificate of Attainment for UMJ students who take credit in KDU

4. KDU agrees to provide free Korean language course for UMJ students for 3 months in KDU. Any fees related to accommodation and living cost will be UMJ students’ responsibility.

5. KDU agrees to facilitate staff exchange for UMJ lecturers for one semester in which they are required to teach in related departments appointed by KDU. In return, the accommodation and salary for UMJ lecturers will be provided by KDU.
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